Exam 1

• Next Monday, October 20
• Will include everything through today's lecture

• Exam problems (4)
  – Resistive circuits problem
  – Mesh analysis
  – Nodal analysis
  – Other basic concepts, assumptions of ideal circuits, passive
  – Resistive circuits problem

• More explicit list of topics on the web

• Calculators
  – One single-sided page of notes
  – Allowed

• Dividers
  – Sign convention, basic laws (KVL & KCL), voltage/current
  – Other basic concepts, assumptions of ideal circuits, passive

• Allowed
  – Resistive circuits problem

Homework Assignment 3

- Required problems due on Wednesday, Oct 22
  - Ch. 3: 40, 42, 69, 74
  - Recommended problems (not turn in)
    - Ch. 3: 31, 39, 48, 64

- Required problems (must turn in)

Homework Assignment 3